
 

 
 

Pink Edition Addon – Speedlink presents the new LOOTER Gaming 

Chair in black/pink 

Unlimited gaming fun guaranteed with the sporty LOOTER 
 

 

Heeslingen/Deutschland, 17. February 2021 – As a perfect addition to the Pink 

Edition (TYALO Illuminated Gaming Deskset and TWOXO Stereo Speakers), 

Speedlink now presents the LOOTER Gaming Chair with a sporty design. The chair 

catches the eye with its black/pink exterior and forms the ideal basis for an attractive 

gaming setup. Besides its appealing look, it also provides the necessary comfort 

while gaming. 

All essentials in one chair  

The combination of sporty design and high comfort 

ensures hours of performance and makes the time 

with the LOOTER Gaming Chair fly by. The chair 

allows ergonomically optimized sitting and can be 

adjusted to individual needs – so you can concentrate 

on what really matters: success in the game. The 

backrest with adjustable tilt angle from 90 to 110°, the 

lockable rocker mechanism as well as the height-

adjustable seat all help to achieve that. The LOOTER 

has a class 4 gas pressure spring, allowing the 

correct position to be adjusted. The 2D-adjustable 

armrest also helps to maintain a stable and 

comfortable gaming position. Thus, nothing stands in the way of the perfect gaming 

experience. 

Availability 

The LOOTER Gaming Chair is available now for 199,99 € (MSRP). 

Technical Data 

- Backrest with adjustable angle of inclination from 90 to 110° 

- 2D adjustable armrests 

https://www.speedlink.com/TYALO-Illuminated-Gaming-Deskset-DE-layout-berry/SL-670300-BY
https://www.speedlink.com/TWOXO-Stereo-Speakers-pink/SL-810004-PK
https://www.speedlink.com/LOOTER-Gaming-Chair-black-pink/SL-660001-BKPK
https://www.speedlink.com/LOOTER-Gaming-Chair-black-pink/SL-660001-BKPK


- Integrated headrest 

- Individual height adjustable seat 

- 360° rotatable for large freedom of movement 

- Lockable rocker mechanism 

- Class 4 gas spring 

- Material: Synthetic leather 

- Maximum load: 130kg 

- Total dimensions: 64 × 68 × 114-122cm (B × T × H) 

 

About Speedlink 

Speedlink is one of the leading manufacturers of office and gaming peripherals in 

Europe. Since the brand was founded in 1998, Speedlink has positioned itself very 

successfully in the PC and video game console accessories segment. The product 

portfolio includes sound systems, headsets, mice, mouse pads, keyboards, 

gamepads, joysticks and various IT accessories. Speedlink® products captivate 

through the combination of novel technologies with excellent design and outstanding 

functionality - confirmed by numerous awards and success in professional eSports 

use. Speedlink® is represented in over 40 countries worldwide. 

 

 

https://www.speedlink.com/

